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The Best Stone is Caesarstone.

For more design ideas, questions, and to locate a 
showroom near you, visit our website: 
www.caesarstoneus.com

©Copyright Caesarstone 2016.              
Caesarstone® is a registered trademark.

ITEM #56610080

5134 Urban Safari
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5130 Cosmopolitan White

All of our surfaces come in standard slab
dimensions of 120” x 56.5” and in 
thicknesses of 2cm (3⁄4”) or 3cm (1 1/4“) with 
diverse possibilities of edge profiles, shapes, 
patterns, and textures.

A perfect surface is like the icing on a cake. 
It is the final touch, your own personal 
signature. With Caesarstone’s vast array of 
colors, styles and motifs you are sure to find 
your perfect design. Whether for the kitchen, 
bathroom, or any space you can envision, 
there is a Caesarstone surface that meets the 
highest standards of quality while inspiring 
creativity.

This classic, multi-color collection ranges 
from salt-and-pepper motifs to vivid color 
blends, ideal for a variety of residential and 
commercial applications. Classico colors are 
available in three different finishes: polished, 
honed (matte or non-glossy), and concrete.

The Classic 
Color Collection

5130 Cosmopolitan White
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5212 Taj Royal

Because we work 
all over the world, we get
ideas from everywhere...
we put them all in 
the mix. 

5212 Taj Royal

Different cultures and everyday life inspire
our designs. Caesarstone products and
distributors can be found in over 40 countries
worldwide, allowing us to customize our
products to reflect the distinguished beauty
of your local surroundings.

Global Designs, 
Local Inspiration
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5134 Urban Safari
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Quartz is one of nature’s strongest minerals. 
Resistant to stains, scratches, cracks, heat and 
cold and requires minimal maintenance.

Caesarstone surfaces, consisting of up to 93% 
quartz, retain the cool, tactile qualities of 
nature’s strongest stones while offering freedom 
of design with seemingly endless application 
possibilities.

Caesarstone pioneered the original quartz 
surface in 1987. Since then, we have developed 
a diverse selection of successful products. 
Our surfaces come from our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities, utilizing the most 
advanced technologies available.

The Virtue of Quartz

5211 Nobel Grey

5211 Nobel Grey
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5111 Statuario Nuvo
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5031 Statuario Maximus

Caesarstone’s new Statuario Maximus marble 
inspired design features broad shades of grey 
veins sweeping across its soft white base color, 
further enriched by delicate background veins. 
Statuario Maximus makes a luxurious statement 
in kitchens, bathrooms, commercial and furniture 
applications. 

The Supernatural
Design

*Available in polished and honed finishes.     
Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

Statuario Nuvo                         (Also available in honed finish)

5111* NEW

Calacatta Nuvo      
 

           (Also available in honed finish)

5131*

Statuario Maximus               
5031 NEW

maximus
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Frosty Carrina               (Also available in honed finish)

5141*

London Grey               (Also available in honed finish)

5000*

*Available in polished and honed finishes.        
Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

Cosmopolitan White          
5130 NEW

Alpine Mist                                                              (Also available in honed finish) 
5110*

Dreamy Marfil                (Also available in honed finish)

5220*

Taj Royal             
5212 NEW

Nobel Grey                  
5211 NEW

Emperadoro
5380

Piatra Grey
5003

Tuscan Dawn            
5104 NEW

Vanilla Noir                  
5100

Symphony Grey
5133 NEW

Fresh Concrete
4001

Raw Concrete            
4004

Urban Safari
5134 NEW

Bianco Drift
6131
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Pebble                                     (Also available in honed finish)

4030* 

Ginger
4330

*Available in polished and honed finishes.        Contains recycled material.
Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

Clamshell
4130

Misty Carrera                (Also available in honed finish)

4141* 

Wild Rice            
4360

Lagos Blue
4350

Raven                        
4120 

Woodlands            
6338

Coastal Grey                           
6003

Atlantic Salt           
6270

Chocolate Truffle     
6350

Sleek Concrete                           
4003

Shitake            
4230

Buttermilk         
4220
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Mocha
2370

Jet Black
3100

Espresso               
3380

Concrete                           
2003

Red Shimmer
3452

Oyster             
9601

Quartz Reflections                           
7141

Blizzard
2141

Vivid White
1111 NEW

Pure White
1141

Linen
2230

Haze
2030

Organic White
4600

Eggshell
3141

Nougat            
6600

Ocean Foam
6141

*Available in polished and honed finishes.        Contains recycled material.
Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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3100C Crocodile

The Motivo collection offers captivating 
textured surfaces. Developed using a patented 
manufacturing process to create a special 
embossed effect.

Patterns in Lace and Crocodile are available in 
black or white colors. These stunning designs are 
perfect for creating looks that range from fresh 
to traditional, urban to exotic - the choice 
is yours.

Creating the  
Perfect Touch

The Patterned
Textured Collection

You can use Motivo  
in any space – 
Dare to be different.

Crocodile
3100C

The patterned area of 
the slab for all Motivo 
designs is approximately 
119.29” x 55.9“.

Shade and graining of 
actual product may vary 
from printed sample.

Crocodile
2141C

Lace
2141L
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Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample.

Concetto samples available to 
purchase through your neaserst 
Caesarstone distribution center 

* Allow for 8-12 week lead time

Concetto samples are available for purchase upon request.
Please visit www.caesarstoneus.com to find the nearest 
Caesarstone center near you.

8141 Puro

The Concetto Collection is the premier line in superior
Luxury surfaces. Available in 10 exquisite colors, this 
beautifully handcrafted collection incorporates the highest
quality semi-precious stones from around the globe.
Concetto surfaces come in standard slab dimensions of 
55.5” x 118.8” and are 3/4” to 1” thick.

The Semi-Precious
Stones Collection

Nature’s Beauty
Shines Through

With endless inspiring 
possibilities at your
fingertips, all you need
is a dash of creativity to 
design a stunning space, 
different than any other. 

Individually cut and bound semi-precious stones
undergo an innovative process that enhances their
brilliance to create vivid and opulent surfaces. For
even greater impact, use backlighting to enhance the 
natural translucency of some of the designs and 
create a truly inspirational atmosphere. 

Puro
8141 

Sfumato
8310

Nebbia 
8311

Profondo
8531

Viola 
8551*

Albero
8330

Indigo
8540

Puro - Back light
8141

Sfumato – Back light
8310

Nebbia - Back light
8311

Profondo - Back light
8531

Viola - Back light
8551*

Legno
8331

Fiero
8616*

Sirena
8630
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Wall Applications

5104 Tuscan Dawn

The underside of every Caesarstone slab is uniquely stamped with identification 
information establishing authenticity.

Non-porous, waterproof, mold and mildew resistant, Caesarstone  quartz 
surfaces are ideal for kitchen backsplash and bathroom wall linings. Large slabs 
provide a sleek and modern aesthetic, minimizing seams and maintenance.  

Edge Profiles

Caesarstone  Slab ID

10 Year Limited Warranty

All Caesarstone® quartz surfaces come with a comprehensive 10 Year Limited 
Warranty. On receipt of your warranty registration information, you will be 
provided with a complimentary Caesarstone® cleaning kit and a stainless steel 
Caesarstone® Authenticity Badge.

Edge Profiles

Many edge profiles are possible, from single thickness 20 or 30mm slabs, through 
to laminated or mitred edge options. Our minimum suggested edge detail is 3mm 
radius on any profile.

Caesarstone® Slab ID

The underside of every Caesarstone® slab is uniquely stamped with identification 
information establishing authenticity.

Wall Linings

Non-porous, waterproof, mould and mildew resistant, Caesarstone® quartz 
surfaces are ideal for kitchen splashbacks and bathroom wall linings. Large slabs 
provide a sleek and modern aesthetic, minimising joins and maintenance.

5000 London Grey™ benchtop & splashback

Standard Pencil Edge
with 3mm radius

Mitred
Apron

2012 CaesarStone Colour Brochure Single Page New-03.pdf   1   9/08/2012   10:30:48 AM

The unique properties and durability of Caesarstone quartz surfaces allow for a 
wide range of edge-profile design options. Many edge profiles are possible, from 
a standard edge to laminated or mitered edges which create the appearance of a 
thicker slab. All edge details should have a minimum 1/8” radius on any profile, 
for both top and bottom edges. For high-traffic areas, 1/4” minimum radius is 
suggested.

Standard Pencil Edge
with 1/8” radius

Mitered 
Apron

4004 Raw Concrete
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5133 Symphony Grey
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CS_C30_C_440_Co_l_ct_oC_S0l00_4_lSo_t / תאריך עדכון אחרון - 7/5/2013

As passionate as we are about design, we are
equally committed to providing the best quality
and service. Caesarstone has received world
wide recognition for our commitment to quality,
safety and environmental standards. Each and
every one of our surfaces is carefully inspected to 
ensure it meets the highest level of international 
quality standards.

Our surfaces are accompanied with a
comprehensive warranty and professional
customer service and support to our
customers worldwide.

Scratch Resistant 
Stain Resistant
Chip and Crack Resistant
Heat and Burn Resistant
Resistant to Household 
Chemicals, Acids and  
Solvents 
Low Maintenance
Non-absorbent and 
Non-porous
Mold and Mildew
Resistant
Flexural Strength
Color Consistency
Immunity to
Freeze and Thaw

Key 
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√ √ = Good  
√ = Poor

Caesarstone
Quartz Surfaces
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Caesarstone surfaces require minimal
maintenance to keep them looking like new.
Soap & water or a mild detergent ensure
ease of care for long-lasting luster.

Low Maintenance
Decor for Modern Living

Combining Design
and Function

Service & Warranty

Caesarstone surfaces require minimal
maintenance to keep them looking like new.
Soap and water or a mild detergent ensure
ease of care for long-lasting luster.

Low Maintenance
Decor for Modern Living

As passionate as we are about design, we
are equally committed to providing the best
quality and service. Caesarstone has received
worldwide recognition for our commitment to
quality, safety, and environmental standards.
Each and every one of our surfaces is carefully
inspected to ensure it meets the highest level of
international quality standards.

Combining Design
and Function

Our surfaces are accompanied with a
comprehensive warranty and professional
customer service support worldwide.

Service and Warranty

*Some restrictions apply. Copies of our Residential Lifetime Warranty 

are available on our website.

Your home is where you
can unleash your inner
desires. Express who
you are. We are here to
make it all possible.
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